Version History
CR#

Description

Version 14.1.08 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Dec-07-2017

5282

Fixed: Tag cloud index doesn't show connected items if query parameter webUrl in the link is
not encoded.

Version 14.1.07 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Jan-30-2017
5075

Fixed: Unable to save tag collection list from remote site

Version 14.1.06 (SharePoint 2010/2013/2016), Feb-29-2016
4474

Fixed: tag with multiple parent tags will not be displayed in the tag index page.

5000A Improved: Support SharePoint 2016 Beta.
Version 14.1.02 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jun-16-2014
3332

Fixed: Tag cloud menu is badly resized.

3839

Fixed: PDF icon does not show up on the tagging feature search page.

Version 14.1.00 (SharePoint 2010/2013), Jun-08-2013
2977

Fixed: Tag rename throws page timeout error.

3158

Fixed: Tags in the hierarchical mode pop up appear in the center of the popup.

3170X Improved: Upgrade to SP2013 RTM
Version 14.0.50 (SharePoint 2010), Apr-30-2013
1877

Fixed: Export error.

1960

Fixed: Auto-cmplete issues.

2568

Fixed: Tagging feature throws an error in hierarchical mode.

Version 3.2.09, 13.2.09, Oct-03-2012
1877

Fixed: Export error

1935

Fixed: Tag creator field has wrong value if Tagg was added from another Site Collection

2568

Fixed: Tagging feature throws error when you click on browse button

Version 3.2.00, 13.2.00, Apr-01-2011
110

Improved: Support auto-complete for partial word or phrase

CR#

Description

179

Improved: Upgrades to SP2010 RTM

284

Fixed: Tagging feature returning error "There was an error in the callback"

268

Fixed: the tag tree will sometimes show duplicate tags

374

Improved: Add support for using draft versioning

393

Fixed: After installing Tagging feature or WikiPlus some part of web.config is removed

486

Fixed: Tagging Feature - Tag index “#” link issue

545

Fixed: Tag hierarchy is not displayed correctly

849

Improved: Add indication of the tag’s creator

985

Fixed: Tags with multiple parents are not displayed in the hierarchical viewFixed Bug: Tags with
multiple parents are not displayed in the hierarchical view

1145

Improved: Propagate tag Renaming to other list items

1146

Fixed: Creating a tag list in the current site(subsite) does show up in the tag administration
menu and in Rename Tag page

1294

Fixed: Customize this page link in Tag Pages List page throws error if in 3rd level subsite

1300

Fixed: Tag Feature does not count properly with a wiki page Fixed Bug: Tag Feature does not
count properly with a wiki page

1312

Improved: Allow administrator to configure tags rendering with no tagged items as links in Tree
mode view.

1369

Improved: Allow administrator to configure the tag alert email message’s footer.

1389

Fixed: multiple tagging columns used in content types display the same column twice

1421

Improved: Allow word wrap for displayed tags in the tag cloud web part.

Version 3.1.50, 13.1.50, Jan-19-2011
110

Improved: Support Auto-Complete for partial word of a phrase

245

Fixed: When a user with contributor rights tries to expand the tag hierarchy tree node. They get
the error "There was an error in the throw back".

279

Improved: Upgrade to SharePoint 2010 RTM.

284

Fixed: When a user with contributor rights tries to expand the tag hierarchy tree node. They get
the error "There was an error in the callback".

CR#

Description

545

Fixed: Tag hierarchy is not displayed correctly because of duplicate child tags under different
parent tags

958

Fixed: wrong query for filtering child/parent nodes

Version 3.1.00, May-15-2010
118

Improved: Allow to show additional fields (like description) in tags search results page

124

Improved: When hovering over a tag, display the number of tagged items for the current tag

128

Improved: Support accessibility standard (WCAG)

130

Improved: Enable manual tree sorting

135

Improved: Display tag description in Tag page

138

Improved: Enable automatic email messages tagging

163

Fixed: Changing a tag in the tag collection list doesn't update in SP list

165

Fixed: If tags list has French name the tags Hierarchical tree returns an error

167

Fixed: If tags list has French name the tags Hierarchical tree returns an error

168

Improved: Create Professional Edition

172

Improved: Support tag renaming

181

Improved: Enable sorting of the tags tree in the tags field

190

Fixed: Tags showing in autocomplete are not sorted

200

Fixed: installation errors for 64 bit msi

201

Improved: Enable using the Tags Field control in any custom page.

202

Improved: Enable showing absolute URL instead of relative URLs in search result

203

Fixed: "Customize this page" link on the Tag Pages List page displays 404 error

209

Fixed: "Expand All Nodes" does not work correctly

215

Fixed: There is an overlapping of the text in the search result page in Google Chrome and
Firefox browsers

Version 2.4.00, Nov-16-2009
136

Improved: Allow RSS subscription per tag

CR#

Description

171

Fixed: Spelling mistake in toolpart

173

Improved: Performance improvement to support thousands of tags: Load tags in async mode
when user click on "Show all" button or type first letter

174

Fixed: String not translated: empty tag list

175

Fixed: All tags are reset to 0 count when deleting a Tags list view in SharePoint Designer.

178

Fixed: Security validation error when trying to create and connect Tags field to local list

179

Fixed: When reconnect Tags field to another Tags list the field data was not removed from
"Connected Lists" list

187

Improved: Performance improvements – optional tags lazy load in the Tags field to support
thousands of tags.

Version 2.3.50, May-15-2009
57

Improved: Enabled anonymous users to subscribe on Tags

99

Improved: Provided web service interface for tagging external content to SharePoint

100

Improved: Support searching the category tree mode web part

114

Improved: Support for hierarchy tagging

117

Fixed: Problems with tagging items in a list which has enabled Minor and Major versioning.

127

Improved: Integration with MOSS search – faceted search

137

Fixed: Problems with deleting Wiki Plus content type's Tags field from Pages document library in
publishing sites

143

Improved: Ability to register Tags Web Part only when Tagging feature is activated

144

Fixed: Problem with 2 category tags on the same item

146

Fixed: The tags list are not updating when the "Check out" property is enabled

149

Fixed: problems with tags with "

147

Improved: Added tag Importer utility from CSV and WAND file formats

152

Improved: Tags hierarchy - "|" is replaced with ">" or "<"

154

Improved: Remote list URL field validation - more user friendly

156

Fixed: auto complete issue with Google Chrome

CR#

Description

157

Fixed: problems with tags with ' (apostrophe)

Version 2.3.00, Jan-07-2009
108

Improved: Enable sorting and filtering the displayed tags in the Tag Cloud web part (Tree
mode), and filter only in Tag Cloud and Tags List modes.

112

Improved: In Tag results page, if there's only a single content item then automatically redirect
to that content item's view page.

113

Fixed: When all deleting all tags from a document, the tagged items counter is not decreased.

115

Fixed: When redirecting to the only single content item the selected tree node is not kept

120

Fixed: An item can be saved with empty Tags field even if it was defined to be a mandatory
field.

121

Improved: Support both ";" or "," or "#" as tag separator in the tags field.

126

Improved: If a tags list contains tags - prevent admin from deleting it by mistake.

131

Fixed: "Number of tags to display" property has no effect.

132

Fixed: When a user subscribes to a tag he gets 2 email notifications instead of one whenever
new content items are tagged to this tag.

Version 2.2.00, Oct-22-2008
111

Fixed: Tagging feature does not update tag counter when deleting an item

Version 2.1.00, Oct-12-2008
87

Fixed: Users can add new tags from office application even when the "Allow insert new tags"
property is unchecked

91

Fixed: Clicking a tag in the Tags Tree directs to Tags page with GUI issues

92

Fixed: When "Allow insert new tags" field is checked adding tags causes all existing item's tag to
be deleted (and when in tree mode)

94

Fixed: Tag cloud sometimes displays bullets

106

Fixed: Resource Editor - missing strings in the translation utilty

Version 1.4.00, Jun-14-2008
84

Improved: Support tags hierarchy: A tag may contain child tags.

Version 1.3.00, Jun-10-2008
49

Fixed: After clicking "Add Tags List" in management window, nothing works

CR#

Description

63

Fixed: cannot create new tags list

68

Improved: Added possibility to show All tags link

69

Improved: Added properties which allow change ASCX file for rendering Tags web part

42

Fixed: The tags are not sorted in the tag cloud

43

Fixed: Mandatory fields are not verified in the Tag Cloud web part

70

Fixed: Problem adding field to site collection and content type

72

Improved: Support publishing sites, allow Tagging feature to be used as web controls

73

Improved: Disposing SPWeb and SPSite object

75

Improved: New parameter has been added to the field's properties "Allow insert new tags"

76

Fixed: the A-Z links are not underlined correctly

77

Fixed: In the tag Index page, the breadcrumbs are not shown on the horizontal bar.

79

Improved: The Tag field's Tags list can be changed

80

Improved: There is a minimum font size to the tags on the tags cloud

81

Fixed: Tagging Version 1.2.00 interacting with Rating 1.2.0.3

82

Fixed: Notification link to a list item is broken

83

Fixed: Adding multiple tag columns to a list

Version 1.2.00, Apr-08-2008 - Base version

